MULTI TANK MODEL FOR ENERGY EFFICIENT RAIN WATER HARVESTING
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Abstract: Rain Water Harvesting (RWH) to supplement service water is an important aspect of sustainable development. As such, much research has been carried out on optimizing the system components of RWH systems so that a maximum water saving efficiency (WSE) can be reached with a minimum storage capacity, enabling the outlay on capital minimized. However, if RWH is to proliferate it should be able to operate in parallel with centralized service water, supplying collected rain water to user points reliably. This is usually achieved by pumping the collected rain water to service points utilizing electricity, which in fact could negate the positive gains of RWH with regard to principles of sustainability.

By introducing a multi tank model, where a smaller tank is installed for each floor at its roof level in addition to the main storage tank, a solution can be reached with superior system performance. In the model, the roof collection enters the top most tank first and then cascades through multiple tanks in multi storey situations, before being collected in the main storage tank, vastly improving the overall energy efficiency of the system. The model, not only addresses the space and structural issues of the building but also ensures that the aesthetics of the building envelope is not disturbed due to smaller sizes of the upper tanks.
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1. Introduction

Any conventional RWH system consists of a rain water collector (usually the roof), a storage tank and a piping network to convey the collected rain water to the storage as the main components. Of the three main components mentioned above, the storage tank has drawn most of the attention due to the size, positioning and the capital outlay required on it thus subjecting it to the bulk of research on RWH. Though various studies have been carried out to optimize the size of the tank (Fewkes)(9) with regard to the water saving efficiency (WSE) of the composite system, no alternative has been found to position the tank other than at or below the ground level, requiring energy consuming pumping to feed the collected rain water to service points. Positioning the tank in between the roof and the service points is a partial solution but the space requirement and the structural support required hinders the proliferation of RWH. This study introduces a methodology where the main storage capacity is distributed among the floors in a multi storey building so that the roof collection cascades down to a parent tank through a series of tanks, each collecting and feeding individual floors while contributing to the composite system. As the tanks at upper levels feed the corresponding floors under gravity, the energy required for pumping is minimized.

2. Energy requirement in multi tank RWH systems

For a given service water demand D (in m$^3$/year), roof collection area A (in m$^2$), annual rainfall R (in m) and storage capacity S (in m$^3$), the water saving efficiency (WSE) $\eta$ can be found from generalized curves for WSE, developed by Fewkes (9).
For cascading multi tank situations, the following algorithms are valid.

For each floor, if the yield is $Y_i$, for $i = 1$ to $n$

Pumping requirement $Q_i$:

$$Q_i = D_i - Y_i = D_i (1 - \eta_i)$$  \[1\]

Then for the $i^{th}$ floor ($i^{th}$ tank),

When the demand is $D_i$, supply is $(AR)_i$

But, $(AR)_i = (AR)_{i+1} - Y_{i+1}$

Since $Y_{i+1} = D_{i+1} \eta_{i+1}$

$$(AR)_i = (AR)_{i+1} - D_{i+1} \eta_{i+1}$$  \[2\]

Further, if the total demand is $D$,

$$D = \sum_{i=1}^{n} D_i$$  \[3\]

The overall WSE for the system is denoted as $\eta_o$.

Therefore, if the number of floors are $n$ and the ground floor is taken as $i=0$,

it can be shown that:

The amount of water that can be pumped up in CMTRWH system, $Q$,

$$Q = \sum_{i=1}^{n} Q_i - \sum_{i=1}^{n} Q_i (1 - \eta_P) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} Q_i \eta_P$$

From Equation 3.2,

$$Q = \eta_P \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{n} D_i - \sum_{i=1}^{n} D_i \eta_i \right\}$$  \[4\]

When,

$$(AR)_i = AR - \sum_{i=1}^{n} D_i \eta_i$$  \[5\]

When the demand at each floor level is taken as $D_i$, and the total system demand is taken as $D$, for $i = 1$ to $n$;

Since $\sum D_i = D$,

$D_1 = D_2 = \ldots = D_n = D/n$

Therefore, from equations 3.5 and 3.6,

$$Q = \eta_P \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{n} D_i - \sum_{i=1}^{n} D_i \eta_i \right\}$$
\[ Q = \eta_0 D \{ 1 - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \eta_i \} \]  

\[ (AR)_i = AR - \frac{D}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \eta_i \]  

Energy required in pumping collected rain water in two types of houses, namely single story and two story houses, are analyzed for daily demands of 200 L, 300 L, 400 L and 600 L. In the single story house, two tanks are employed with the upper tank of 1 m\(^3\) capacity located at the eve level, just below the roof collection area. Three tanks are employed in the 2 story house with the upper tanks located at eve and first floor levels and the parent tank at ground level. In the two story house, the demand is taken as equally divided between the two floors. The energy required is shown as a percentage of energy required to pump collected rain water from a single tank at ground level against \(D/AR\), where \(A\) is the collector area in m\(^2\) and \(R\) is the annual average rainfall in m for a particular geographical region. Use of the parameter \(D/AR\) will give more flexibility to use any combination of \(A\) and \(R\), for a given constant \(AR\) value. Fewkes (1999) generalized curves validated for Sri Lanka (Sendanayake & Jayasinghe, 2006), is used to determine WSE for a given demand and storage volume. All storage tanks located at upper levels are of 1 m\(^3\) capacity.

The roof collection area is taken as 50 m\(^2\) in the wet climatic region of Sri Lanka, where the annual average rainfall is 2500 mm (Meteorological Department of Sri Lanka). Therefore, \(AR\) is calculated as 125 m\(^3\) and for maximum WSE, \(S_p\) is taken as 0.1 AR, i.e. 12.5 m\(^3\). As the generic curves for WSE is valid for \(0.25(AR) \leq D_i \leq 2.00\), the maximum possible demand is calculated as 600 L/day. The amount of rain water that can be pumped up when only the parent tank is employed is denoted as \(Q_o\). The value \(Q/ Q_o\) is representative of the energy requirement in pumping as a percentage. \(Q/ Q_o\) values are plotted against \(D/AR\) to determine the operating characteristics of CMTRWH systems, where \(D\) is the total daily demand. This will effectively compare the CMTRWH situations for two and three tank models with conventional single tank RWH systems under the same \(A\), \(R\) and \(D\).

### Table 3.1: Energy requirement % vs. Demand in Two Tank model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D L/day</th>
<th>D m(^3)/yr</th>
<th>D/AR</th>
<th>(\eta_0)</th>
<th>(\eta_1)</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>(Q_o)</th>
<th>(Q/Q_o)%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>23.73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>109.5</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>49.28</td>
<td>101.28</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>116.8</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>122.64</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3.2: Energy requirement % vs. Demand in Three Tank model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D L/day</th>
<th>D m(^3)/yr</th>
<th>D/AR</th>
<th>(\eta_0)</th>
<th>(\eta_1)</th>
<th>(\eta_2)</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>(Q_o)</th>
<th>(Q/Q_o)%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>10.95</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>109.5</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>36.96</td>
<td>101.29</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>35.04</td>
<td>116.8</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>28.06</td>
<td>122.64</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Further, when $D/AR > 1.00$, though both $\eta_o$ and $\eta_i$ decreases, the WSE chart indicates that $\eta_o$ decreasing rapidly hence dropping the overall performance of the system at a much higher rate. From equations 3 and 4 and Fewkes generalized curves for WSE it can be deduced that for any number of floor levels $Q$ maximizes when $D/AR = 1.00$ implying that the shape of the percentage pumping energy curve is governed by the characteristic curves of WSE. Therefore, it indicates that for a given set of system parameters $D$, $A$, $R$ and $S$, the maximum yield that can be extracted from the system occurs when $D = AR$. In other words, it is clear that when $D < AR$ the full potential of the system is not harnessed and when $D > AR$ the system is underperforming. Hence it is important to focus on the energy efficiency of the RWH system when $D = AR$, i.e. when the system is operating at optimum conditions, to introduce energy efficient pumping so that the overall system performance is optimized.

**Chart 3.4: Energy requirement % vs. Demand in Two and Three Tank models**

3. Discussion

From the Chart 1 it can be seen that for a desired total demand $D$- equally distributed among the floor levels- and for a given storage capacities, the energy requirement of the system as a percentage of the energy requirement when the same storage is used in a conventional rain water harvesting (RWH) system increases and maximizes when $D/AR = 1.00$. This implies that when $D/AR$ increases, the quantity of collected rain water that can be pumped up ($Q$) increases maximizing at $D/AR = 1.00$. However, when $D/AR > 1.00$, $Q$ decreases, indicating that the system is under-performing. The behavior of the system with regard to increase of $D/AR$ can be further explained referring to equations 1-4 and Fewkes generalized curves for WSE. It can be seen that when $D/AR$ increases, WSE of upper tanks as well as the composite system drops with the latter dropping at a lesser rate. This can be clearly seen by referring to the generalized curves of WSE, where the storage capacity of the composite system $S > S_i$ and $S/AR$ falling in the critical zone of the WSE chart, i.e. when $S/AR < 0.01$. Further, when $D/AR > 1.00$, though both $\eta_i$ and $\eta_o$ decreases, the WSE chart indicates that $\eta_o$ decreasing rapidly hence dropping the overall performance of the system at a much higher rate.
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